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OUR CELL LAB SERVICES
 CMDC Labs cell culture lab provides in vitro bioanalytical services
 for research and drug development.  Crucial steps including
 functional screening and validation testing of surfaces and
 substances on the activity of cell culture in a controlled
 environment. This highly desirable and direct evaluation of cell
 tissue needs specific resources, expertise, and time. From
 beginning to end, CMDC Labs streamlines this procedure, freeing
 up our clients to concentrate on other important facets of their up our clients to concentrate on other important facets of their
research.

 Cell culture services are provided by CMDC Labs to accommodate
 specific client requirements. We offer technical support,
 specialized facilities, and a range of cell-based assays and test
 surface functional screening processes that help clients mitigate
 risks associated with medical device development. We are always
 prepared to follow specific customer protocols and setups, or we
 are delighted to offer our wide cell and molecular biology and assay
 development experience and expertise to assist in establishing and development experience and expertise to assist in establishing and
organizing the specifics of the experimental setup.

Making the unknown known...

 We provide a stand-alone cell culture service as well as a
 whole solution that includes downstream cell analysis.
 Sample preparation, protein profiling, gene expression
 analysis, and customized biostatistical studies are all
 services we can offer. By doing so, CMDC Labs can take
 your product all the way from experimental planning and
 sample stimulation to sophisticated molecular analysis,
 and then generate statistical data and figures that are and then generate statistical data and figures that are
ready for publishing.

 Please don't hesitate to get in touch with us to talk
 about your specific requirements if you have any
 questions about outsourcing your forthcoming cell
culture project.

The CMDC Labs Advantage
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